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Unisys Weather 

 Unisys is the site I have used most in the last three 

years of this project. There are a number of 

products available on the site that are useful every 

day, some that can be used occasionally and 

some rarely or never in an introductory unit on 

weather data. The amount, and varying complexity 

of the data also allows for taking the project to 

higher levels of differentiation. In this presentation 

I will describe some of the useful locations on the 

site and how they can be used.  

 http://weather.unisys.com/index.php 
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Unisys Weather Home Page 

Notice navigation bar on the left 



Home page shows a generalized daily weather map that has 

a loop capability to show weather system development, and a 

link to local forecasts. 



Typical link to local weather forecast, and links to regional 

plots 



Satellite map showing regional choices and time options. 



Infrared plot (compare to visible) 



Enhanced Infrared plot (explain how Enh IR works) 



Visible water vapor plot (compare to location of fronts on 

main map) 



Link to general information about the site. 



This linked page will be shown in the next several slides 



Good page to inform users of various levels of the site 

features. 



Archive information can be useful in a variety of applications. 



Link to images  



Weather map symbols 



Link to contents page 



These plots are informative but are not basic.  





Both plots are interesting to see what similarities and 

differences there are in these areas. 

  



Link to analyses section where some data plots will be 

familiar while others may not. 



I display some of these occasionally to show how graphic 

displays can show numerical data in another way.  



The meteograms are a good compilation display and the 

Skew T plots are of interest to people who have some 

experience with balloon soundings 



Good historic data here for a possible project. 



SWAC modules tie in well with this section 



A brief but helpful introduction to satellite images. 



Again, a brief but helpful description. 



Description of the benefit of false color imagery. 



Looping these images is often pretty interesting to see. 



Ways to connect data. 



Station models and meteograms are accessed here. 



Different plots are selectable by area. 



Good quick guide to radar and station model plots. 



Essential symbol reference. 



Other essential details 



Other essential data plotted with contours. 



This is a good description of how pressure not height is 

important in upper air plots. 



Upper air station model plot information differs from surface 

station model plots. 



Some interesting descriptions of the value of these plots. 



Skew T plots are graphic displays of balloon soundings. 



Sidebar legend for Skew T diagrams.  



Good summary of how sounding diagrams are used but more 

background knowledge is helpful in understanding these 

plots. 



Meteograms 



Key to some meteogram symbols. 





Doppler radar plots showing potential areas of severe 

weather like thunderstorms and tornadoes. 



Composite of different radar plots. 





The following section of slides is the NAM (North American 

Mesoscale Model) type of forecast product.  



Notice again that pressure, not height is used do describe the 

plot location. 







What some of the NAM plots look like. 





4 panel NAM plots. 



National Weather Service 

 The National Weather 

Service through NOAA 

is another excellent 

source for weather 

data available on the 

web.  

 This year I have used 

the NWS site on a 

limited basis until I 

better understand all of 

its features. The site 

has links to information 

not found on the 

UNISYS site. 
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